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Key Insights
User Research

Support is both obscure and unreliable.
Both experienced and new users frequently encounter issues in terms of support. Figuring
out who to contact is not only difficult but often unknown. Users often turn to Google to
troubleshoot their problems since they need immediate responses to problems that come up.

“

You have got to remember a lot of times we
are doing this stuff in the wee hours of the
morning so not a lot of people hanging
around waiting to answer questions.

”

John Geraci
IBM IT Specialist

Key Insights
User Research

Integration with other services is unknown.
Currently, knowledge of which services and tooling work with DB2 on Cloud is almost nonexistent
among most users. They asked if certain tools were compatible and also asked for recommendations.
Sometimes, they would hack it themselves and use third-party services to accomplish their tasks.

“

We have learned going along as best
we can. I went and found this third
party tool [but] it would be nice if IBM
had a product like that.

”

Gary Hagan
Advanced Programmer Analyst;
Application Developer

Key Insights
User Research

Monitoring system status is critical for responsive issue resolution.
DBAs want monitoring tools that transparently expose the system’s performance, especially when there is an issue that
needs to be addressed. For DB2 on Cloud, users weren’t aware of various services that automate notification, and were
scrambling when problems arose. Notifications were coming from their clients or engineers working with the database.

“

If there is something for me to address
fine, let me know. But if there is
nothing for me to address I don’t want
to know about it.

”

John Geraci
IBM IT Specialist

Hosted versus Managed DBaaS
User Research

Users expect cloud services to have managed
characteristics.

Almost all users expressed how cloud should provide some
level of managed service. Users stated that characteristics of
cloud should include automatic backups and overall
database health since it “takes work off the …operations
team” and provides “less headache and less maintenance.”

“

I think you need to make things so that people
can actually do the job and not worry about
managing it. I think that is the approach you
have got to take. Especially for cloud.

”

John Geraci
IBM IT Specialist

High Level Design Considerations
User Research

Them

Us

How might a user…

How might we…

•

•

•

Discover, purchase, and set up a DB2 instance on
the cloud for his/her company without having to
contact support for troubleshooting?
Perform db monitoring and automated tasks (i.e.
backups, db uptime, etc.), and immediately reach
out to the correct source for customer support as
issues arise?

•

Provide seamless integration across key IBM cloud
services to provide the most value to our users?

•

Display overall health monitoring?

•

Provide limited and/or customizable automated
functionality (i.e. backups)?

•

Make support a key feature from the console, not just
through Bluemix?

•

Educate our users on DB2 on Cloud’s limitations and
capabilities?

•

Recommend tooling that solves our user’s most
common problems?

Launch directly into a service that’s an extension of
DB2 on Cloud?

WIREFRAME
WALKTHROUGH

DB2 on Cloud Discover Page
Wireframe Walkthrough

DB2 on Cloud

The power of IBM DB2 with the agility of
cloud deployment... all under your control

DB2 on Cloud

The power of IBM DB2 with the agility of
cloud deployment... all under your control
IBM® DB2® is a multi-workload relational database
system that improves business agility and reduces cost
by better managing your company’s core asset: its data.
And now, it’s available on demand as a cloud service.

IBM® DB2® is a multi-workload relational database

Request Quote

or call 1.877.426.3774

system that improves business agility and reduces cost
Customers leveraging DB2 on Cloud

by better managing your company’s core asset: its data.
And now, it’s available on demand as a cloud service.

Request Quote

or call 1.877.426.3774
Make DBA’s Lives Easier
You have full administrative control; automatic provisioning, configuration, and facilitated
HA/DR setup help lighten your workload.

Customers leveraging DB2 on Cloud
Powered by the secure, high-performance IBM Cloud
IBM DB2 on Cloud includes all DB2 security features, including data encryption, and your DBAs have
full control over database access and operation. In addition, IBM DB2 on Cloud is available on
dedicated, single-tenant IBM Cloud servers, which helps ensure performance will be more secure and
unaffected by “noisy neighbors.”

Your choice of IBM DB2 on Cloud engine type
Your IBM DB2 on Cloud instance can be equipped with your choice of DB2 database engine:
either the IBM DB2 Workgroup Server Edition, or the IBM DB2 Advanced Enterprise
Server Edition feature set.

Simple migration via DB2 and Oracle compatibility
DB2 on Cloud SQL is compatible with on-premises versions of IBM DB2 and Oracle Database.
This makes it easy to migrate application code to and from DB2 on Cloud.

Easy integration
DB2 on Cloud can be accessed just as on-premises versions of DB2 can, so it works with the
same applications, security, ETL, messaging, monitoring, and systems management tools you
use today.

Make DBA’s Lives Easier
You have full administrative control; automatic provisioning, configuration, and facilitated
HA/DR setup help lighten your workload.
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Plans & Prices
Fixed monthly fee

Powered by the secure, high-performance IBM Cloud
IBM DB2 on Cloud includes all DB2 security features, including data encryption, and your DBAs have
full control over database access and operation. In addition, IBM DB2 on Cloud is available on
dedicated, single-tenant IBM Cloud servers, which helps ensure performance will be more secure and
unaffected by “noisy neighbors.”
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Request Quote

Related Offerings

Your choice of IBM DB2 on Cloud engine type
Your IBM DB2 on Cloud instance can be equipped with your choice of DB2 database engine:
either the IBM DB2 Workgroup Server Edition, or the IBM DB2 Advanced Enterprise
Server Edition feature set.

Simple migration via DB2 and Oracle compatibility

10 Gbps Redundant
& Private Uplinks

1 Gbps Public & Private Uplinks

or call 1.877.426.3774

Bluemix Reserve Instance
Wireframe Walkthrough

CDSX Data Services
Wireframe Walkthrough

Database List View
Wireframe Walkthrough

Ongoing Research Topics
• How do we appropriately expose
the complexity of configurable
database actions?
• Do users want to look at
aggregated databases across
instances?

Getting Started
Wireframe Walkthrough

Database Details
Wireframe Walkthrough

Data Server Manager (DSM)

Aside

Data Server Manager (DSM)
Wireframe Walkthrough Aside

Scalable
Management

Simplified Monitoring
and Administration

Predictable Database
Execution

Integration with DSM
Wireframe Walkthrough

Ongoing Research Topic
• How should we incorporate
DSM to create the best user
experience?

Connections
Wireframe Walkthrough

Ongoing Research Topic
• What additional information do
people need to see within
Connections?

Admin
Wireframe Walkthrough

Ongoing Research Topics
• What administrative information
could be effectively used here?
• How do you effectively manage
user permissions?

Backup
Wireframe Walkthrough

Backup Setup - Modal
Wireframe Walkthrough

Ongoing Research Topics
• Do users want comprehensive
backup functionality through an
interface?
• Should auto backup include
both replication and more
frequent partial backups?

Restore
Wireframe Walkthrough

Restore Database Modal
Wireframe Walkthrough

Export Database Modal
Wireframe Walkthrough

Ongoing Research Topics
• Should we allow users to export
backups from a range of
specified dates?

Delete Database Modal
Wireframe Walkthrough

Support
Wireframe Walkthrough

Looking
Ahead

Ongoing Research Topics Compilation
Looking Ahead

• How do we appropriately expose the
complexity of configurable database actions?

• What additional information do people
need to see within Connections?

• Do users want to look at aggregated
databases across instances?

• What administrative information could be
effectively used here?

• How should we incorporate DSM to create
the best user experience?

• How do you effectively manage user
permissions?

• Do users want comprehensive backup
functionality through an interface?

• Should we allow users to export backups
from a range of specified dates?

• Should auto backup include both replication
and more frequent partial backups?

Next Steps
Looking Ahead

Implementation
•

Coordinate with DB2 on Cloud development team

•

Continue to develop our design direction through close
collaboration with Peter Bradford

•

Move forward in discussions with the DSM team

•

Work with Bluemix to inform and be informed of evolving
patterns

User Research
•

Answer the questions posed by our ongoing research topics
through follow-up interviews, discussions with SMEs, and
further evaluation of DB2’s capabilities and limitations

•

Evaluate the proposed web console with users and SMEs to
validate the design and incorporate feedback

•

Continue to explore the level of complexity that DBAs would
benefit from within the context of a web console

Questions?

